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TCT 1001: Successful Percutaneous Device Closure of Giant Left Ventricular Pseudoaneurysm
TCT 1002: A Case of Rotablator Induced Aortic Dissection
TCT 1003: LAD - LCX - CTO
TCT 1004: Impella-Supported Unprotected Left Main PCI for ACS Patient in Shock
TCT 1005: BVS therapy in a patient with LAD stenosis and mid segment myocardial bridging
TCT 1006: Collapsing STEMI patient with high risk anatomy
TCT 1007: Coronary artery ectasia as a culprit for repetitive myocardial infarction
TCT 1008: Stent Foreshortening In the Non-Culprit Left Main Coronary Artery During Primary PCI Of Right Coronary Artery In Patient With Cardiogenic Shock
TCT 1009: Rotablation in ACS with Cardiogenic shock
TCT 1010: Coronary complication/ SVG rupture.
TCT 1011: Successful Rescue of Rotablator Burr Entrapment Using Knuckle Technique for CTO
TCT 1012: IMPELLA 2.5L AS A RESCUE DEVICE IN AN ELECTRICAL STORM
TCT 1013: PCI of the LAD with ECMO support in a young patient with no-cardiac activity
TCT 1014: The curious case of a complete stent fracture
TCT 1015: Repeated stent thrombosis during primary PCI in a young patient with cardiogenic shock
TCT 1016: Stenting Through the Side of a Deployed but Damaged Stent to Trap a Sheared-Off Guidewire Tip
TCT 1017: Successful primary percutaneous coronary intervention during acute myocardial infarction and cardiac arrest using a novel resuscitation model by integrating combined mechanical chest compressions and intra-aortic balloon pump counterpulsation: Is the game really over?
TCT 1018: Intervention in mega coronary arteries. Treating a diseased proximal segment in a huge left anterior descending artery using a self expandable balloon mounted coronary drug eluting stent.

TCT 1019: Learnings the Hard way Erroneous Decesion- Bifurcation Stenting turned into Nightmare

TCT 1020: Ostial LAD CTO with LMCA dissection - Retrograde PCI to the Rescue

TCT 1021: Successful Management Of Dislodged Stents During Percutaneous Coronary Intervention In Patient With ST Elevation Myocardial Infarction

TCT 1022: Stent loss during bifurcating PCI. Do not loss your mind..

TCT 1023: Treating an extremely rare complication after permanent pacemaker implantation

TCT 1024: Long Coronary Stent Dislodgement

TCT 1025: Lengthy single piece thrombus aspirated from right coronary artery in inferior ST elevation myocardial infarction

TCT 1026: Robotic Radial PCI for In-stent Restenosis of Bifurcation Lesions

TCT 1027: BVS Complication: A Case of an Expanding Vessel

TCT 1028: Impella guided PCI in Acute Decompensated Heart Failure

TCT 1029: The crashing CTO: Impella supported antegrade RCA and retrograde LAD CTO

TCT 1030: Left Main Bifurcation Stenting In Cardiogenic Shock

TCT 1031: MIGRATION OF THROMBUS FROM RIGHT CORONARY ARTERY (RCA) TO CIRCUMFLEX ARTERY THROUGH INTERCORONARY COMMUNICATION AFTER PCI OF RCA

TCT 1032: Successful PCI on in-stent total occlusion with ipsilateral collateral connection corresponding to peri-stent region.

TCT 1033: An Iatrogenic Circumflex Coronary Occlusion Post-mitral Valve Surgery: Procedural and management considerations

TCT 1034: A Case with Successful Angioplasty of LCX ostium CTO Lesion after Successful percutaneous management of Woven right coronary artery.

TCT 1035: Entrapment of intracoronary optical frequency domain imaging catheter
TCT 1036: A case with “Reverse wire technique” using Multi-functional Probing Catheter was useful for Bifurcation Lesion

TCT 1037: NOVEL METHOD FOR TREAT ACUTE MASSIVE PULMONARY EMBOLISM WITH ANGIOVAC SUCTION CATHETER IN A HEMODYNAMICALLY UNSTABLE PATIENT WITH FOLLOW UP EKOS THROMBOLYTIC THERAPY

TCT 1038: Acute Right Coronary Artery Occlusion After Radiofrequency Catheter Ablation of CavoTricuspid Isthmus

TCT 1039: Conus dissection during routine transradial diagnostic catheterization successfully treated with percutaneous intervention.

TCT 1040: When things are not what they seem

TCT 1041: Successful PCI for total occlusion of the ostial lesion of saphenous vein grafts by bidirectional approach.

TCT 1042: "Piggy-Back" PCI in a Heterotopic Donor Heart

TCT 1043: Stuck between a rock and a hard place - use of adjuvant devices for complex transradial rotational atherectomy and PCI

TCT 1044: Simultaneous coronary thrombosis during primary PCI

TCT 1045: Primary percutaneous coronary intervention in a nonogenerian with hypothermia and situs inversus - a tale of multiple challenges

TCT 1046: Efficacy of excimer laser coronary angioplasty for bifurcation lesion

TCT 1047: Can Bioresorbable Scaffold (BRS) be the Treatment for a Different BRS Restenosis

TCT 1048: USE OF ROTABLATION FOR OSTIAL LMCA AND OSTIAL RCA IN A 78 YEAR OLD PATIENT WITH ACUTE CORONARY SYNDROME WITH SEVERE LV DYSFUNCTION WITH EXTENSIVE CALCIFICATION.

TCT 1049: Atheroablate Before Aspirate!: Synergistic ELCA-Aspiration-DES Embolus Removal Strategy - Embolus Impact in High Risk Plaque -

TCT 1050: Bioresorbable Scaffold Recoil: Practical solution

TCT 1051: Lost and found

TCT 1052: ASPIRATION OF SEPTIC EMBOLI : ENDOCARDITIS RELATED INFARCTION
TCT 1053: Management of detached guidewire segment during coronary angioplasty

TCT 1054: Bailout use of manual aspiration as a first line method to treat “No reflow” during Percutaneous Coronary Intervention

TCT 1055: Retrograde Treatment of a Flush Right Coronary Artery Chronic Total Occlusion

TCT 1056: PRIMARY ANGIOPLASTY DURING CARDIOPULMONARY RESCUCITATION IN A PATIENT WITH PREVIOUS CABROL SURGERY AND OCLUDED BY-PASS TO LEFT MAIN

TCT 1057: Very late stent thrombosis of a bioresorbable scaffold

TCT 1058: when CABG betray!

TCT 1059: No way from retrograde, a CTO with obliteration of ostial lad on a diseased LMCA and LCX

TCT 1060: Orbital atherectomy and excimer coronary laser for calcification and tortuosity

TCT 1061: A Misplaced Left Internal Mammary Artery to the Great Cardiac Vein Anastomosis and the Role of CTO Intervention

TCT 1062: Acute coronary syndrome and spontaneous dissection of coronary artery

TCT 1063: IVUS & FFR guided treatment of Left main with double vessel disease in young asymptomatic patient

TCT 1064: OCT guided treatment of late stent failure

TCT 1065: Spontaneous coronary artery dissection - ongoing challenge

TCT 1066: A successful case of left main shock syndrome due to thrombosed coronary dissection

TCT 1067: A complex Left Main PCI In The Setting Of Dastrous Intrapartum STEMI. Thrombus, Dissection, No-Reflow And Perforation. Multiple Complications In Disguise.

TCT 1068: Optical Coherence Tomography findings in an Early Restenose in a Polymer-Free Biolimus A9-coated Stent

TCT 1069: Primary percutaneous coronary intervention to the right coronary artery compressed by Valsalva aneurysm with shock state.

TCT 1070: Percutaneous Treatment of Anterior STEMI following Ascending Aorta Replacement for Type A Aortic Dissection
TCT 1071: 64 years gentleman Non-diabetic, Hypertensive Smoker Effort angina, CCS Class 3
CAG – LAD CTO Attempted PCI in other centre - Failed

TCT 1072: Multiple Bioreabsorbble scaffolds - in a young patient with Unstable angina and
multivessel CAD with followup coranary angiogram after one year

TCT 1073: STEMI in a Patient With Prior Proximal LAD DES 4 Hours After Elective Prostatectomy

TCT 1074: Acute cornary syndrome and Left Main Thrombus

TCT 1075: Two Bifurcation Stenting Techniques, Same patient, Same setting

TCT 1076: MODIFIED SEE-SAW TECHNIQUE WITH DUAL LUMEN CATHETER FOR A LCX IN-STENT
CTO

TCT 1077: COMPLEX CHRONIC TOTAL OCCLUSION TREATMENT THROUGH ANTEROGRADE AND
RETROGRAD ROUTES, GUIDED BY INTRA-CORONARY ULTRASOUND, USING REVERSE CART
TECHNIQUE, REVERSE GUIDEWIRE TECHNIQUE, PING-PONG TECHNIQUE AND FINISHING WITH
RANDE VOUS TECHNIQUE

TCT 1078: Novel pharmacological therapy with upfront intracoronary streptokinase to restore
flow in distal simultaneous occlusion of two coronary arteries

TCT 1079: The No-how of Late Revascularization of Ectatic Tortuous RCA

TCT 1080: First in man prolonged pressure-controlled intermittent coronary sinus occlusion to
treat refractory left ventricular dysfunction and ischemia

TCT 1081: A case of refractory vasospastic angina presenting with cardiogenic shock treated by
multiple stenting and central extracoporeal membrane oxygenation(ECMO)

TCT 1082: False Lumen or False Impression: Made the procedure challenging

TCT 1083: All is well that ends well Managing grave complication of simple PCI

TCT 1084: Retrograde PCI via occluded saphenous vein graft (SVG) for LCX chronic total
occlusion

TCT 1085: Acute Coronary Syndrome in Aspirin Allergic after myocardial revascularization

TCT 1086: Very late instent thrombosis in a bioresorbable vascular scaffold. What to do next?

TCT 1087: Guideliner Assisted Orbital Atherectomy for PCI of Calcific & Tortuous RCA Stenosis

TCT 1088: Percutaneous Treatment of Giant Left Main Aneurysm
TCT 1089: “Sometimes We Make The Right Decision And Sometimes We Make The Decision Right”.

TCT 1090: The importance of thrombo-embolic protection in cases undergoing selective Trans-catheter Aortic Valve Implantation

TCT 1091: Management of guidewire entrapment

TCT 1092: GIANT CORONARY ARTERY ANEURYSM INVOLVING THE LAD SUCCESSFULLY TREATED WITH TWO COVERED STENTS

TCT 1093: Left main perforation: How to minimize risk of death after this complication.

TCT 1094: Acute Spontaneous Coronary Dissection – An interventional Target?

TCT 1095: The Angry Thrombus In A Patient With STEMI And Cardiogenic Shock

TCT 1096: Acute No Re-flow Following Rota-ablation in a Torturous & Calcified Right Coronary Artery

TCT 1097: Successful Revascularization for double-vessel CTO

TCT 1098: Transient Percutaneous Replacement of Cardiopulmonary Functions in Complete Failure – a Novel Concept

TCT 1099: A 80 year old patient with multiple metal allergies and a bifurcation lesion treated with a Desolve biodegradable vascular scaffold.

TCT 1100: Longitudinal Shortening in Left Main with EES CoCr

TCT 1101: If You Can't Go Through It, Go Around It

TCT 1102: PCI To Distal Left Main Trifurcation Disease with Final Trising Balloons Technique

TCT 1103: Retrograde LAD Chronic Total Occlusion via RIMA

TCT 1104: TAVR+PCI and what else?

TCT 1105: Spontaneous Coronary Artery Dissection in Patients With Multiple Fibromuscular Dysplasia : an insight from IVUS and OCT

TCT 1106: Fractured Stent in a Calcified LAD

TCT 1107: Complicated PCI for double type C lesions (CTO + severely calcified long lesion)

TCT 1108: Rare multiple life threatening simultaneous conditions arising during PCI
TCT 1109: Critical symptomatic stenosis ostium RCCA separately leading off from ascending aorta. Hybrid revascularisation.

TCT 1110: Iatrogenic bidirectional left main coronary artery dissection extended into the entire ascending aorta and mimicking occlusion of the left main branches

TCT 1111: A case of in-stent restenotic lesions in LMT treated with the perfusion balloon and two DEBs

TCT 1112: Transradial left main PCI nightmare: two embolized stents requiring retrieval

TCT 1113: Utilization of a Jomed Jostent Graftmaster for the Exclusion of a Large Coronary Aneurysm

TCT 1114: ‘Tiger skin’ appearance of multichannel spontaneous coronary artery dissection of left anterior descending artery with successful percutaneous coronary intervention

TCT 1115: Interesting case of SVG radial artery graft Bifurcation stenting in a post CABG

TCT 1116: Iatrogenic Left Main Dissection with flap extending to Ascending Aorta- a night mare

TCT 1117: IVUS guided PCI

TCT 1118: LMS Dissection in Acute MI

TCT 1119: Through LIMA to RIMA

TCT 1120: A Case of Massive Spiral Dissection of Left Main and Left Circumflex Artery while Recanalizing Flush Left Anterior Descending Artery Chronic Total Occlusion .

TCT 1121: Unbelievable Iatrogenic Aortic Dissection During a Percutaneous Right Coronary Artery Intervention

TCT 1122: RETRIEVAL OF TRAPPED PTCA GUIDEWIRE FROM CORONARY ARTERY

TCT 1123: Coronary Big Bang

TCT 1124: Massive Coronary air embolism -A nightmare in cathlab

TCT 1125: Severe multivessel CAD and Severe PAD with Mixed Cardiogenic and Septic Shock

TCT 1126: Left ventricle assist device supported rotational atherectomy of the highly calcified last remaining vessel in a patient with acute myocardial infarction and reduced left ventricular function
TCT 1127: Complete Heart Block Following Successful Percutaneous Coronary Intervention of Left Main Stenosis

TCT 1128: A very complicated coronary perforation

TCT 1129: Safety and Efficacy of Percutaneous Implantable Right Ventricular Assist Device for Management of Right Ventricular Failure Secondary to Acute Inferior Myocardial Infarction

TCT 1130: chough responsible for myocardial infarction

TCT 1131: complication, yes but... which one?

TCT 1132: There is always a spot to anchore.

TCT 1133: Intramural hematoma during DK crush

TCT 1134: Retrograde mark wire technique.

TCT 1135: Acute left main peri-procedural thombosis

TCT 1136: When a retrograde CTO unseals unexpected pathways

TCT 1137: How to open chronic total occlusion in patient with severe kidney disease.

TCT 1138: Vein Graft Pseudo Aneurysm Treated With Covered Stent

TCT 1139: Crusade microcatheter-facilitated reverse wire technique plus anchor balloon technique for coronary bifurcation intervention

TCT 1140: GuideLiner catheter for successful retrieval of a dislodged stent

TCT 1141: Percutaneous Repair of Large Iatrogenic Pseudoaneurysm of Obtuse Marginal Branch after Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting

TCT 1142: Long spontaneous dissection in LAD causing myocardial infarction - how to treat?

TCT 1143: Treatment of Chronic Total Occlusion of Extremely Calcified AnteriorDescending Artery using Rotational Atherectomy and Ultrasound Guidance

TCT 1144: Calcified and tortuous coronary artery - the nightmare of interventional cardiologist

TCT 1145: A Rare and unusual cause of Anterior STEMI: A Clinical Conundrum

TCT 1146: Complex PCI of tortuous native right posterolateral branch artery and body of saphenous venous graft using the distal embolic protection device: A technical discussion to overcome complex coronary tortuosity.
TCT 1147: Cyclone “Sidr” in cathlab not in the bay of Bengal

TCT 1148: ACUTE AORTIC REGURGITATION AFTER PERCUTANEOUS CORONARY INTERVENTION

TCT 1149: Spectacular Journey From Sub- Intimal To True Lumen In Long Segment CTO Lesion

TCT 1150: Double Jeopardy: Failure to Deflate Stent Balloon in Rescue Angioplasty

TCT 1151: A highly tortous, hair pin bend LAD angioplasty

TCT 1152: A rare case of acute myocardial infarction in patients with congenitally corrected transposition of the great arteries

TCT 1153: Left Main Coronary Artery Stenting In Emergency With IABP Support

TCT 1154: A tortous SVG Graft Stenting

TCT 1155: Successful Crossing of a Coronary Artery Calcified Lesion by a Turnpike Catheter After Successive Failures of Balloon, Finecross, Corsair and Tornus Catheters

TCT 1156: Acute on Chronic Cardiac Allograft Vasculopathy; Real life Challenges in Cardiac Transplant Patients

TCT 1157: Repeated thrombotic occlusion of giant right coronary artery. Stepwise treatment guided by optical coherence tomography.

TCT 1158: Challenges in managing Left Main Stem defect in the setting of Acute ST elevation Myocardial Infarction

TCT 1159: One puncture and one guiding catheter technique using a 7Fr guiding catheter for the treatment of chronic total occlusion

TCT 1160: Challenges in managing a missing artery in the setting of Acute ST elevation Myocardial Infarction

TCT 1161: RETRIEVAL OF A IMPLANTED CORONARY STENT-IS IT POSSIBLE?

TCT 1162: Impella 5.0 Fracture And Transcatheter Retrieval

TCT 1163: Dual Guide Catheter (Ping-Pong) Technique to Successfully Treat a Grade-III Coronary Perforation

TCT 1164: A complex CTO PCI- success after a complication
TCT 1165: Biodegradable vascular scaffolds (ABSORB) in the management of recurrent (2nd generation drug-eluting) in-stent restenosis of saphenous vein graft.

TCT 1166: Complex CTO; Diffuse disease; Multivessel CAD; bifurcation and Left main stenting and use of tapered stent -- all in one !!

TCT 1167: Interventional Nightmare Dissection of ascending aorta, left main, left anterior descending and circumflex artery

TCT 1168: Multivessel Angioplasty With Difficult Wiring In An Extremely Anomalous Subtoal Occlusion Of Left Circumflex Artery Originating From Right Coronary Sinus

TCT 1169: OCT Guided PCI with Stenting of Biodegradable Vascular Scaffold In Stent Restenosis

TCT 1170: Usefulness of Long Stenting in Double Bifurcation Lesion with IVUS Guidance (Left Main Coronary Artery to Left Circumflex and Obtuse Marginal)

TCT 1171: Longitudinal stent deformation during unprotected left main angioplasty

TCT 1172: Traumatic Coronary Pseudoaneurysm- A Clever No-repair Approach

TCT 1173: Primary Coronary Angioplasty in a patient with Acute Anterior Myocardial Infarction and Coronary Artery Fistula treated by Transradial Approach

TCT 1174: A case of Challenging Left main intervention


TCT 1176: Calcified aorto-ostial occlusion - a terrible combination for chronic total occlusion

TCT 1177: Managing a case of Acute AWMI with Acute Ischaemic Stroke

TCT 1178: Entrapped intravascular ultrasonography catheter with previously implanted stent struts due to entanglement during treatment of in-stent chronic total occlusion

TCT 1179: Primary multivessel PCI in STEMI that may change patient’s life

TCT 1180: Retrograde approach to CTO – Rewarding technique in antegrade failures

TCT 1181: A case of effort angina: coronary stenosis and a coronary-pulmonary fistula

TCT 1182: Simultaneous treatment of post infarction angina and critical limb ischemia in a high risk patient: transradial coronary- and peripheral angioplasty through an occluded brachial artery
TCT 1183: Transcatheter Closure of a Giant Coronary Artery Myotic Pseudoaneurysm

TCT 1184: A woman with recurrent stent thrombosis and stent restenosis after percutaneous coronary intervention

TCT 1185: Coronary artery aneurysm after DES implantation requiring hybrid approach

TCT 1186: The results of successful endovascular treatment of coronary artery perforation with using BVS.

TCT 1187: TAP Left main bifurcation in acute MI (Rescue PTCA) : Trans radial approach

TCT 1188: The results of successful endovascular treatment of coronary artery perforation with use BVS.

TCT 1189: PATIENT WITH ACUTE DECOMPANATED HEART FAILURE, CRITICAL LEFT MAIN STENOSIS AND SEVERE AORTIC STENOSIS

TCT 1190: Successful PCI for cardiogenic shock complicated by VT storm with Impella CP and RP biventricular support in a patient with LAD and RCA chronic total occlusions and incessant VT during prior PCI attempt

TCT 1191: Staged PCI of Multi vessel coronary disease in STEMI patient with Critical LM

TCT 1192: BACK DOOR SOLUTION FOR SPIRAL DISSECTION COMPLICATION

TCT 1193: Unusual complication during primary PCI with BVS

TCT 1194: ScoreFlex Balloon Failed to Deflate

TCT 1195: BRS IN RECURRENT ISR & POST CABG

TCT 1196: Management of an iatrogenic, Ellis class III coronary artery perforation related to rotational atherectomy

TCT 1197: TRAUMATIC DISSECTION OF RIGHT CORONARY ARTERY PRESENTING WITH IWMI: MANAGEMENT DILEMA IN A POLYTRAUMA PATIENT

TCT 1198: Acute STEMI anterical wall, post lysis, LAD D1 bifurcation, Imaging Guided, Mini crush with DES in diagonal and BRS in Main branch with snuggle

TCT 1199: Sutureless repair of coronary dissection complicated by free wall rupture and cardiac tamponade
TCT 1200: Spontaneous Coronary Artery Dissection and Multimodality Imaging guided Management

TCT 1201: After CABG Percutaneous LAD-CTO revascularization, and iatrogenic LIMA pseudoaneurysm exclusion.

TCT 1202: Balloon pulmonary angioplasty as an alternative to endarterectomy for patient with chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension

TCT 1203: Dedicated Self-expanding bifurcation Drug Eluting stent, Axxess in Chronic Total Occlusion (CTO) lesion

TCT 1204: A Challenging Case of Dual CTO and Dual bifurcation

TCT 1205: Left Main Equivalent Restenosis

TCT 1206: A Challenging Case of Primary PCI to LAD and LM disease treated by culotte technique

TCT 1207: The Trifold Impella

TCT 1208: Deceptive calcification - underexpanded and longitudinally deformed stent managed with acute stentablation (HSRA) and adjunctive devices

TCT 1209: When Peripheral Vascular Diseases complicate The Management of CAD

TCT 1210: A complex PCI in an unusual STEMI

TCT 1211: Twin Guidewire Method for retrieval of guidewire fragment in the coronary system: a case report

TCT 1212: Rupture of Catheter Balloon and Stent inside the Side Branch during Kissing Balloon Left Anterior Descending Artery and Diagonal Branch.

TCT 1213: Long term follow up of a case of critical LMCA disease with RCA CTO treated by PTCA.

TCT 1214: Ostial circumflex double restenosis

TCT 1215: Two complications in a row during angiography.

TCT 1216: An unusual finding during an angioplasty: did I rupture the artery?

TCT 1217: Management of an inferior ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction caused by acute occlusion of a proximal right coronary artery aneurysm using aspiration thrombectomy and a pericardium covered stent.
TCT 1218: Novel AngioVac-Snare Technique for Percutaneous Removal of a Right Atrial Mass

TCT 1219: Sub-total occlusion of right coronary artery in 10-year-old treated with bioresorbable scaffold.

TCT 1220: Whenever difficult to deliver your balloons and stents to the site of lesion. “A new technique”

TCT 1221: Multiple Bacterial Aneurysms caused by Stent Infections

TCT 1222: Successful percutaneous revascularization for highly angulated left main true bifurcation lesion by TAP technique

TCT 1223: "You did it, you fixed it"

TCT 1224: Simple correctable lesion becomes a Complex problem

TCT 1225: High risk left main coronary angioplasty in persistant cardiogenic shock patient with LVAD support.

TCT 1226: Simultaneous Stroke and STEMI

TCT 1227: VA ECMO in cardiogenic shock in a STEMI setting.

TCT 1228: CORONARY NO REFLOW : EVEN SIMPLE LESION CAN CHEAT YOU, MY WORST NIGHTMARE OF CATHLAB

TCT 1229: How to differentiate coronary artery dissection and aneurysm

TCT 1230: A Case of a Giant Saphenous Vein Graft Pseudoaneurysm

TCT 1231: Itchy itchy, Scratchy Scratchy: Rash after Stenting

TCT 1232: Bioresorbable vascular scaffold for the treatment of degenerated safenous vein graft and 9 months follow-up

TCT 1233: composite radial procedure for st elevation inferior posterior myocardial infarction

TCT 1234: Technique to Bailout Complications Related to Rotational Atherectomy.

TCT 1235: Tranformed Bifurcation.

TCT 1236: How to deal with an embolized, expanded-coronary stent in profunda femoris artery?

TCT 1237: PCI to post CABG severely calcified Tortuous LAD with Rotablation and Cutting balloon
TCT 1238: Percutaneous Retrieval of the lost Swan-Ganz Catheter-Untangling the Gordian Knot

TCT 1239: Rotablation of the Tortuous Artery. Victory declared too early.

TCT 1240: Sudden left main spontaneous coronary artery dissection: target for hybrid DES-BVS procedure?

TCT 1241: COMPLEX POST-CABG SURGERY INTERVENTION

TCT 1242: Running Out of Steam: An Unusual Cause of Impending Rotablator Stall

TCT 1243: Percutaneous extraction of a broken and entrapped PTCA balloon

TCT 1244: All in a day!

TCT 1245: An Iatrogenic Aortic Dissection During Percutaneous Coronary Intervention Extending from Right Coronary Ostium to Celiac Trunk Resolved with Four Days of Conservative Management

TCT 1246: ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction Due to Diffuse Coronary Vasospasm Attributed to Concomittant Treatment with Pseudoephedrine and Metoprolol


TCT 1248: An ‘un-lucky break’: the challenging case of an IVUS entrapment.

TCT 1249: Unusual utility of peripheral arterial stents!!

TCT 1250: AN INTERESTING CASE OF CONTINUOUS THROMBUS FORMATION

TCT 1251: Repeat IVUS Assisted Left Main Intervention for Left Main ISR with DEB after previous TAP Bifurcation

TCT 1252: Annular Rupture after balloon expandable valve: A transcatheter solution for a catastrophic complication.

TCT 1253: Reverse wire technique with dual lumen catheter for challenging CTO PCI with big sidebranch at the distal cap

TCT 1254: Swan-neck Technique for Treatment of Left Main Bifurcation with Angulated Uptake : A Bizarre Case

TCT 1256: Percutaenous Retrieval of Retained Coronary Guidewire Using Wire Entanglement Technique.

TCT 1257: Mending The Broken Stent during Primary PCI

TCT 1258: Acute ST Elevation Myocardial Infarction in a patient with severe Idiopathic Thrombocytopenic Purpura: A Management Challenge

TCT 1259: REVASCULARIASTION IN STEMI WITH SINGLE SURVIVNG VESSEL

TCT 1260: An Interesting Case of Post CABG Intervention

TCT 1261: How to deal with high thrombotic burden in coronary ectasia?

TCT 1262: Recurrent Chronic Total Occlusion Recanalization in a Heart Transplanted Patient Treated with Biosorbable Vascular Scaffold Implantation

TCT 1263: Inverted TAP technique after rotablation for very tight stenosis of the LCx ostium and the LAD CTO lesion

TCT 1264: Saphenous vein graft stenosis treated with “mother and child” catheter via the left radial artery

TCT 1265: Flush ostial RCA occlusion- beware the aberrant anatomy!

TCT 1266: Successful opening of RCA Calcified vessel with Rota/Cut approach

TCT 1267: A case of Ultimaster stent deformation and elongation by IVUS catheter entrapment

TCT 1268: Successful removal of the stuck rotablator during stent atherectomy

TCT 1269: Mesh covered metallic stent as a novel approach to coronary aneurysm treatment: advantages and disadvantages.

TCT 1270: Left main spasm

TCT 1271: Emboli, Emobli, and Emboli! Multiple arterial embolism due to atrial fibrillation treated by multidisciplinary team.

TCT 1272: T modified bifurcation technique guided by IVUS for left main bifurcation

TCT 1273: The “Beak-like” Left Main Ostium Lesion in Acute Coronary Syndrome: Similar Presentation, Different Etiology
TCT 1274: Next generation Intravascular Ultrasound and Left Ventricular mechanical support in complex PCI

TCT 1275: EMERGENCY PERCUTANEOUS CLOSURE OF GIANT VEIN GRAFT ANEURYSM LEAK INTO MEDIASTINUM IN A PATIENT PRESENTING AS ACUTE CORONARY SYNDROME

TCT 1276: The Retrograde Ultimatum – Angioplasty of a ostial flush occlusion / CTO of a venous graft via a heavily calcified and tortuous native vessel

TCT 1277: SUCCESSFUL EXCIMER LASER CORONARY AHERECTOMY (ELCA) OF BALLOON UNCROSSABLE SEVERE FIBRO-CALCIFC LESSION

TCT 1278: Similar complication different ways to tackle

TCT 1279: Bifurcation stenting of LAD, RCA – story of anomalous right coronary

TCT 1280: A challenging case of Coronary angioplasty for fibrotic stenosis of coronary arteries following chemo-radiotherapy.

TCT 1281: Two-year follow up of bioresorbable vascular scaffolds in a chronic total occluded lesion of Right coronary artery

TCT 1282: Time to turn back? Tortuous anatomy of the Diagonal artery wired using the SuperCross microcatheter and then Left anterior descending artery and Diagonal artery double-kiss (DK) crush bifurcation stenting technique.

TCT 1283: The application of a bioresorbable vascular scaffold in a balloon uncrossed chronic total occluded calcification lesion of left anterior descending coronary artery.

TCT 1284: A Diagonal like no other!

TCT 1285: Successful retrograde percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) to flush chronic total occlusion (CTO) of right coronary artery (RCA) probably caused by previous iatrogenic injury following misplacement of central venous catheter (CVC)

TCT 1286: DOUBLE DK CRUSH IN LMCA TRIFURCATION STENTING

TCT 1287: Emergency Direct Stenting of a LCA-Aortic-Interponate Following Extensive Cardio-Surgical Repair for Aortic Endocarditis

TCT 1288: All Techniques of Retrograde Approach In CTO Intervention.

TCT 1289: Complex reverse CART angioplasty to open chronically occluded left main stem retrogradely through occluded circumflex vein graft
TCT 1290: Closing The Door: Successful Patent Foramen Ovale Closure in A Healthy Young Man Presenting With Chest Pain

TCT 1291: CTO Treatment after Severe Cardiac Transplant Rejection

TCT 1292: Double Dilemma

TCT 1293: Subintimal Balloon Rescue: A novel technique for successful retrieval of an entrapped Rotablator burr

TCT 1294: Cangrelor use in patient with acute myocardial infarction and cerebral bleeding

TCT 1295: Unexpected peripheral intervention with a migrating coronary stent

TCT 1296: Recurrent Acute Coronary Syndrome in a patient with Kawasaki Disease

TCT 1297: PERFORATION OF PROXIMAL STENTED CORONARY ARTERY BY AN UNINFLATED BALLOON

TCT 1298: "Short-Term Mammary Problems": Salvage PCI post failed Bilateral Internal Thoracic Artery (BITA) CABG in a patient with recurrent in-stent restenosis

TCT 1299: A Complex Primary Coronary Angioplasty due to Spontaneous Coronary Dissection.

TCT 1300: Popping candy during PCI: what do we do?

TCT 1301: A rare but unforgettable complication related to PCI

TCT 1302: Epicardial collaterals in a complex case of RCA Chronic Total Occlusion disobliteration via ipsilateralretrograde approach: we can still use them...

TCT 1303: Kinked Guide Catheter

TCT 1304: Antero-lateral STEMI with acute Left Circumflex occlusion and multi-vessel coronary artery disease: complete or incomplete revascularization?

TCT 1305: A challenging case of multivessel severe Coronary Artery Disease complicated by Clopidogrel resistance

TCT 1306: RVAD insertion for RV dysfunction post iatrogenic RCA dissection

TCT 1307: STENT HANGING IN THE AORTA

TCT 1308: Coronary perforation after bioresorbable vascular scaffold implantation: The Importance of Vessel Sizing and Scaffold post dilatation.
TCT 1309: Complex Stenting Made Easy(ier) – Two illustrative Cases with the Onyx Stent

TCT 1310: Stent dislodged and wire lost what options

TCT 1311: Isolated Right-Sided Hemothorax without Pericardial Effusion after Coronary Artery Perforation

TCT 1312: PCI of Left Main and proximal, mid and distal LAD in a post-CABG patient with LVEF 15% and hemodynamics consistent with cardiogenic shock.

TCT 1313: Blind Angioplasty In this case patient had undergone many attempted angioplasties but no one was able to complete the same as catheter is not getting hooked up.

TCT 1314: Anamolous RCA Angioplasty

TCT 1315: THROMBUS DURING PCI IN A BORDERLINE LESION

TCT 1316: Rotational Atherectomy in STEMI: An uncommon Necessity

TCT 1317: massive thrombus embolization while performing primary PCI, a nightmare

TCT 1318: Coronary artery embolism suggested by IVUS

TCT 1319: Extensive proximal spiral dissection as a complication of trifurcation PCI in the LCA.

TCT 1320: Efficacy of Combination of Low-Speed Rotational Atherectomy and Drug-Coated Balloon for Refractory In-Stent Restenosis: A Case Report

TCT 1321: Longitudinal Stent Deformation(Shortening) in 3rd Gen DES

TCT 1322: IVUS guided PCI for a highly unusual pattern of stepwise aggressive coronary in-stent restenosis

TCT 1323: OSTIAL LAD STENTING

TCT 1324: PRIMARY PCI IN ANEURYSMAL RCA

TCT 1325: IATROGENIC LEFT MAIN DISSECTION AND ITS MANAGEMENT

TCT 1326: Ostial Left Main and Ostial Right Coronary Artery Rotational Atherectomy in a High Surgical Risk Patient

TCT 1327: short LM PCI made easy .......... (quick and simple procedure)

TCT 1328: AN UNFORGETTABLE BIFURCATION
TCT 1329: BROKEN BALLOON RETRIEVAL DURING PCI

TCT 1330: Spontaneous rupture of left main trunk aneurysm successfully managed with a covered stent

TCT 1331: Modified Jailed Balloon Technique in Primary Percutaneous Intervention for Left Main Trunk Bifurcation Occlusion Complicated by Cardiogenic Shock

TCT 1332: Complex PCI of LIMA to LAD Anastomosis via Left Radial Approach.

TCT 1333: Nightmare in Cath Lab

TCT 1334: Cardiogenic Shock Due to Left Main Coronary Occlusion: Circulatory Support with Simultaneous Mechanical Chest Compression and Impella

TCT 1335: DK Crush: Completed In Second Attempt.

TCT 1336: Not all myocardial infarctions are caused by thrombotic coronary occlusion

TCT 1337: Rescuing LM dissection

TCT 1338: Treatment of Complication of Alternative Access Site for Intra-aortic balloon pump

TCT 1339: LM crashed and salvaged

TCT 1340: Percutaneous simultaneous treatment of acute mitral regurgitation and left atrial appendage closure in the setting of an acute myocardial infarction.

TCT 1341: PRIMARY ANGIOPLASTY USING A RENAL STENT IN A SEVERLY ECTATIC AND OCCLUDED LEFT ANTERIOR DESCENDING CORONARY ARTERY

TCT 1342: Stentys and rotablation in heavily calcified LAD and LMS

TCT 1343: Tortous RCA, spiral dissection , mid RCA underexpanded stent , Unstable angina , bradycardia , pt in shock , iatrogenic dissection at peripheral cente

TCT 1344: Same side transradial removal of an undeployed coronary stent embolized in the ulnar artery.

TCT 1345: A Challenging Case of Primary PCI in Cardiogenic Shock

TCT 1346: Proximal cap modification with ‘rotablator pecking’ in a heavily calcified chronic total occlusion in a patient with multi-vessel disease
TCT 1347: MINICREUSH FOR DISTAL LMCA DISSECTION AND PROXIMAL LAD INTRAMURAL HEMATOMA

TCT 1348: Impella Assisted Chronic Total Occlusion and Left Main Bifurcation in a patient with Severe LV Dysfunction

TCT 1349: Left Main Rotational Atherectomy for critical Left Main Stenosis

TCT 1350: Reverse Controlled Antegrade and Retrograde Subintimal Tracking in Chronic Total Occlusion of Circumflex artery

TCT 1351: Challenging ostial left descending artery percutaneous coronary intervention

TCT 1352: Drug-Coated Balloon Angioplasty For Complex STEMI Intervention In A Patient With Coronary Aneurysm.

TCT 1353: PCI in patient with severely calcific multivessel disease with aberrant RCA origin

TCT 1354: Transradial Laser Atherectomy to Treat Total Occlusions using 5 F Guiding Catheters

TCT 1355: Crusade Catheter Assistance for Antegrade Puncture by Retrograde Wire Guidance in Chronic Total Occlusion

TCT 1356: Left Main Cullotte stenting in a case of Instent restenosis of previously stented LCx and LAD ostium.

TCT 1357: A novel use of Bio-Reabsorbable Scaffolds to treat myocardial bridging

TCT 1358: DEBULKING STRATEGY

TCT 1359: Dealing with a case of calcified/no dilatable coronary stenosis: alternatives

TCT 1360: Successful PCI of chronically occluded left anterior descending coronary artery ath the sixth attempt using novel microcatheter Nova Cross.

TCT 1361: Chronic Total Occlusion Of RCA With Anomalous Origin & Severe LV Dysfunction.

TCT 1362: Primary PCI for Left Main Stem bifurcation.

TCT 1363: complex pci...virtue of staging with hemodynamic support

TCT 1364: Iatrogenic coronary artery dissection: a case of IVUS-guided percutaneous treatment

TCT 1365: Transradial Intervention of Left Main Occlusion And Complex Trifurcation
TCT 1366: Protected PCI in Patient with Acute Non-ST Elevation MI and Multi-Vessel Disease Presenting with Cardiogenic Shock

TCT 1367: High-risk left main stem bifurcation rescue PCI in a patient with failed thrombolysis for anterior STEMI

TCT 1368: Radial artery stent deployment as a strategy after stent dislodgment with radial access preservation during percutaneous coronary intervention for acute myocardial infarction.

TCT 1369: Multiple Arterial Thromboembolism but likely One Cause

TCT 1370: Bow Tie in the Heart: A Case of Retrograde CTO Intervention via Epsilateral Collaterals

TCT 1371: The Full spectrum of Interventions: A CHIP case with Rotational atherectomy/SKS of LMCA With Impella Support

TCT 1372: Iatrogenic Deformity of TMVR: A novel approach to acute LVOT obstruction

TCT 1373: Radial Artery Perforation During Percutaneous Coronary Intervention for ST Segment Elevation Myocardial Infarction

TCT 1374: Acute Multi-Stent Thromboses from Suspected Hypersensitivity to a Novel Bioabsorbable Polymer-Coated Drug-Eluting Coronary Stent

TCT 1375: Gearing up the catheter armamentarium for smooth procedures: the case of a high-risk saphenous vein graft intervention aided by devices for emboli protection and percutaneous ventricular assistance

TCT 1376: Catastrophic acute aortic regurgitation with hemodynamic collapse post balloon valvuloplasty- “Pigtail manoeuvre” for rescue

TCT 1377: Distal LMCA Bifurcation stenting with difficult recross through overlapped stent and reverse Bifurcation T stenting.

TCT 1378: A Case Of Recurrent Stent Thrombosis: Rare Presentation Of Primary Antiphospholipid Antibody Syndrome

TCT 1379: Tapered Stent in Long Diffuse Multi Vessel Disease

TCT 1380: No Intervention is Complete Till the Last Shot is taken

TCT 1381: STENT TRAPPED BALLOON: A BAILOUT PROCEDURE USING A SECOND BALLOON

TCT 1382: The nightmare of dissecting the LIMA during diagnostic coronary angiography
TCT 1383: Complex CTO complicated

TCT 1384: Successful wiring of acute spiral dissection after subintimal hematoma aspiration using Corsair microcatheter

TCT 1385: CTO PCI complication

TCT 1386: IVUS in evaluating left main during Primary PCI

TCT 1387: The challenges of accurate stenting

TCT 1388: Coronary perforation after stent deployment, what went wrong?

TCT 1389: STATUS COMPLICATUS

TCT 1390: Complications in CTO: a succesful case of treatment of vessel perforation

TCT 1391: My Experience with Long and Tapered Stent in Diffused Lesions

TCT 1392: Primary PCI with Rotablation in patient with severely calcific RCA lesions.

TCT 1393: Left Main STEMI complicated by Cardiogenic Shock

TCT 1394: STENT DISLODGEIMENT

TCT 1395: Primum Non Nocere

TCT 1396: Rotablation in Chronic Total Occlusion

TCT 1397: A Severe Case of SCAD Presenting as an Acute Anteroapical STEMI

TCT 1398: Retrograde recanalisation of ostial Left Main CTO through LIMA to LAD graft

TCT 1399: Accordion leading to entrapment

TCT 1400: Type 3 Coronary Perforation: A challenging and feared complication

TCT 1401: Left main trifurcation treated by a « Culotte » technique after infero-lateral STEMI.

TCT 1402: Complication Never Comes Alone: Every Vascular Access Has Its Unique Risk in Carotid Artery Stenting

TCT 1403: TREATMENT OF SEVERE SUBCLAVIAN ARTERY STENOSIS WITH JAILED BALLOON, FILTER PROTECTION AND REACTIVE HYPEREMIA TECHNIQUES

TCT 1404: SUPRARARENAL AORTIC AND RENAL ANGIOPLASTY IN PATIENT OF AORTOARTERITIS WITH UNCONTROLLED HYPERTENTION
TCT 1405: A novel approach for removal of intra-cardiac foreign body by double loop technique

TCT 1406: Mesenteric ischemia secondary to paroxysmal atrial fibrillation: Percutaneous recanalization of superior mesenteric artery via simultaneous stenting and inflated jailed balloon for ileal branch protection

TCT 1407: Delayed Displacement of Aortic Coarctation Stent

TCT 1408: Retrograde Trans-Popliteal Recanalization of Chronic SFA Occlusion.

TCT 1409: COMPLEX SUPRAAORTIC INTERVENTION CASE WITH SURGICAL AND ENDOVASCULAR OPTIONS

TCT 1410: A Lesson From A Patient with Early Peripheral Arterial Obstructive Disease: Image Presentation and Therapeutic Consideration

TCT 1411: Modified Drug-Eluting Balloon Angioplasty to Treat High-Risk Carotid In-stent Restenosis

TCT 1412: Kinked and trapped JL catheter in right radial artery during diagnostic procedure: an unusual way for the catheter removal

TCT 1413: Endovascular Coil Closure of Post PCNL renal artery pseudoaneurysm.

TCT 1414: Thoracoabdominal aneurysm, hybrid approach. Long Term Seven-Year Follow-up.

TCT 1415: ENDOVASCULAR TREATMENT OF A RENAL SACCULAR ANEURYSM WITH A FLOW-DIVERTER STENT

TCT 1416: PermCath catheter embolization: an unusual percutaneous extraction

TCT 1417: Successful Endovascular Treatment of Right Common Iliac Artery Occlusion & Left Common Iliac Artery Stenosis by Rendezvous Technique for Impella assisted CTO PCI with improvement of angina & buttock claudication - ‘Novel’ retrograde rendezvous technique for iliac artery Intervention.

TCT 1418: Right Coronary Artery Chronic Total Occlusion Percutaneous Coronary Intervention with a Rare Complication

TCT 1419: Dislodgement of calcified atheromatous plaque during iliac artery intervention – Unintentional percutaneous endarterectomy of iliac artery

TCT 1420: Endovascular therapy for left radial artery occlusion with cerebral embolism
TCT 1421: STINGRAY REENTRY INTO THE DORSALIS PEDIS FOR AN OCCLUDED ANTERIOR TIBIAL ARTERY

TCT 1422: ENDOVASCULAR ANEURYSM CLOSURE OF ILIAC ARTERY

TCT 1423: Antegrade access and retrograde SFA recanalization: the potential impact of profunda femoris artery and its collateral vessels

TCT 1424: Treatment of internal carotid artery occlusion using proximal cerebral protection device.

TCT 1425: Renal denervation as a treatment strategy for vasospastic angina induced ventricular tachycardia

TCT 1426: Mycotic Pseudo-aneurysm of Carotid Artery following Left Carotid artery Stenting.

TCT 1427: Renal Angioplasty for Totally occluded left renal artery in an young man with resistant systemic hypertension and hypertensive encephalopathy.

TCT 1428: Traumatic Pseudoaneurism of Femoral Artery: Effective Management by Covered Stent

TCT 1429: Reopening of Total Occlusion in The Superior Vena Cava, Innominate Vein and The Internal Jugular Vein.

TCT 1430: Treatment of near occlusive radial artery stenosis during percutaneous coronary intervention

TCT 1431: PTA with Venous Stenting of CTO of Subclavian and Bilateral Brachiocephalic Veins

TCT 1432: Unusual cause of Critical Limb Ischemia

TCT 1433: Successfully treated AF(acute finger ischemia) by around the palmar arch intervention

TCT 1434: PCI with Stenting of LMCA and Stenting of Left Subclavian Artery in a young Girl with Takayasu Arteritis

TCT 1435: External Fem-Fem Bypass for Critical Lower Extremity Ischemia Complicating Femoral Impella CP Device Placement

TCT 1436: Iliac Vein Stent Migration to the Right Heart: A Dilemma of Endovascular Versus Surgical Retrieval
TCT 1437: Recanalization and rehabilitation of chronically occluded veins: Three cases to illustrate a changing paradigm in vascular access and venous congestion

TCT 1438: Slender transradial left internal carotid artery stenting in a patient with a bovine aortic arch and ulnar artery occlusion

TCT 1439: First experience of combined pressure and flow measurements before and after renal angioplasty using the ComboWire®

TCT 1440: Successful Treatment of Left Superficial Femoral Artery Steno-occlusion in Patient Underwent Right Femoropopliteal and Femorofemoral Bypass Surgery

TCT 1441: Bilateral Common Iliac Artery Intervention for TASC D lesion

TCT 1442: Left Atrial Appendage Occlusion and Percutaneous Mitral Valvuloplasty for patient with Rheumatic Heart Disease

TCT 1443: A Case of Aortic Rupture During Endovascular Treatment of Descending Thoracic Aorta Stenosis

TCT 1444: Percutaneous Closure of Ascending Aorta Pseudo-aneurysm using ASD device

TCT 1445: First in-man OCT guided recanalization and OCT guided atherectomy of long below-the-knee chronic total occlusion after previous unsuccessful intervention.

TCT 1446: OCT Guided balloon pulmonary angioplasty (BPA) in chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH)

TCT 1447: Complete revascularization of superior mesenteric artery and its branches

TCT 1448: Treating Subclavian Steal Syndrome with Hybrid Approach for Chronic Total Occlusion Revascularization of Subclavian Artery

TCT 1449: Tips for retrieval of a broken radial sheath guidewire from forearm tissues by direct needle biopsy

TCT 1450: Percutaneous Exclusion of Giant Renal Artery Aneurysm with Endoprosthesis

TCT 1451: Percutaneous treatment of restenosis of the right Internal Carotid artery with multiple stenting in patient submitted to previous thromboendoarterectomy

TCT 1452: Critical stenosis of the Renal Artery in patient with hypertension refractory to medical therapy treated with self-expandable drug-eluting stent
TCT 1453: Carotid artery stenosis treated with Radial artery approach after a previous failed attempt of stenting with Femoral approach complicated by acute inferior limb ischemia

TCT 1454: Retrograde recanalization of a chronically occluded superficial femoral artery with an Outback reentry device and reverse implantation of a Supera stent using the Culotte technique in a previously stented common femoral artery

TCT 1455: Needle Connecting Technique In Long Femoral Popliteal Artery Occlusion

TCT 1456: Novel Treatment of Luminal Dissection with Focal Using the Tack Endovascular System

TCT 1457: Comedy of Errors: An Unusual complication of Lumbar Discectomy, Treated with Stent Graft placement

TCT 1458: PTA/STENT OF CELIAC TRUNK IN A SYMPTOMATIC TAKAYASU ARTERITIS CASE

TCT 1459: Double trouble in aorta

TCT 1460: Renal Artery Embolization in Patient with Angiomyolipoma

TCT 1461: Ruptured mycotic abdominal aortic aneurysm secondary to BCG immunotherapy treated with urgent endovascular aortic repair

TCT 1462: Recanalization of completely occluded side branch after atherectomy of the main vessel.

TCT 1463: Phlegmasia cerulean dolens: a complication of use of a filter in the vena cava, Successful treatment with Ultrasound Assisted Catheter Directed Thrombolysis

TCT 1464: Take a DEEP look (use of OCT in STEMI)

TCT 1465: FFR guided PCI in patient with 3 vessel disease and CTO

TCT 1466: A Patient with multiple sequential lesions assessed by iFR, FFR and CFR: A view from the coronary microcirculation

TCT 1467: Remote Incidence of Longitudinal Stent Deformation in the Old Deployed Biolimus–Eluting stent results in Refractory Restenosis: One enemy is enough

TCT 1468: The effect on ischemic diagnosis of the coronary-pulmonary fistula -Discrepancy of diagnosis between rest and hyperemia –

TCT 1469: Interesting OCT image
TCT 1470: A IVUS guidance distal LM stenting case with DK crush

TCT 1471: Revascularization of infarct-related arteries in late comer patients: what should lead our decision-making?

TCT 1472: A Honeycomb-Like Structure in the Right Coronary Artery Presenting with Acute Coronary Syndrome (ACS)

TCT 1473: LM Bifurcation stenting the usefulness of OCT in decision changing

TCT 1474: Image Guided ROTA Stenting of LAD in the Setting of AW-STEMI

TCT 1475: Complex Revascularization of Calcified CTO in SFA without Contrast or Fluoroscopy

TCT 1476: Renal fractional flow reserve to guide percutaneous intervention in double left renal artery

TCT 1477: Dramatic Decrease of Right Atrial Pressure After Percutaneous Tricuspid Valve-In-Valve Replacement Did Not Influence FFR Coronary Assessment

TCT 1478: An Unusual finding in OCT after SVG stenting in a post CABG ISR graft

TCT 1479: PCI to small amount of plaque with negative remodeling

TCT 1480: A Strange Case of Severe Mitral Regurgitation During TAVR

TCT 1481: IVUS GUIDED CRITICAL LEFT MAIN INTERVENTION IN A CARDIOGENIC SHOCK PATIENT

TCT 1482: IVUS Guided ROTA Stenting of ISR of LAD and DK-Crush Stenting of LMCA Bifurcation

TCT 1483: How to treat big yellow? Is the use of a filter wire justified?

TCT 1484: What lies below the surface? Resolution of ambiguity in percutaneous coronary intervention with intracoronary Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)

TCT 1485: A unusual lesion appearence with HD IVUS - a consequence of improved image quality or artefact?

TCT 1486: A Precarious Case of PCI: More than Meets the Eye

TCT 1487: NSTEMI, complex left main PCI and IVUS: how optimal is the result?

TCT 1488: Multimodal imaging in STEMI treatment and follow up

TCT 1489: OCT for strategy planning and staged optimization of spontaneous coronary artery dissection.
TCT 1490: Use of Near Infra-Red Spectroscopy with IVUS to confirm Coronary Vasospasm as a Cause of ACS

TCT 1491: Zero Contrast TAVR: A safe strategy for patients that can not receive contrast dye.

TCT 1492: Double valve case TAVR and TMVR in native annulus at the same time

TCT 1493: Crossroads

TCT 1494: Combined Rendezvous Approach with the Direct Flow Medical® Aortic Valve Prosthesis to treat concomitant Aortic and Mitral Stenosis

TCT 1495: Challenging case of bicuspid aortic valve

TCT 1496: Percutaneous Partitioning Apical Aneurysm and Ventricular Septal Rupture after Acute Myocardial Infarction

TCT 1497: First case of transcatheter aortic and mitral valve replacements

TCT 1498: Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement in Bicuspid Aortic Valve Stenosis

TCT 1499: Percutaneous treatment of ruptured chronic false aneurysm of the ascending aorta and valsalva sinus in the right ventricle

TCT 1500: Aortic Balloon Valvuloplasty: A Bridge Over Troubled Water

TCT 1501: A Complex Watchman Implant-

TCT 1502: TAVi in a patient with extreme tortuosity of the aorta...with a twist

TCT 1503: Catch Me If You Can

TCT 1504: An Unexpected Apparition - or - Old Valves Die Hard

TCT 1505: Mitroflow Aortic Valve Mixed Regurgitation and Elevated Systolic Gradient due to Patient-Prosthesis Mismatch: Snap the Ring and TAVR

TCT 1506: Successfull treatment of aortic rupture after TAVI with stent graft

TCT 1507: Baroreceptor activation therapy (BAT) in Left Ventricular Non-Compaction Cardiomyopathy (LVNCCM) and Heart Failure with Reduced Ejection Fraction (HFrEF)

TCT 1508: „All-in-one procedure“

TCT 1509: A Square Plug in a Round Hole- "Valve in Mitral Annular Calcification"- Procedural Success, a Moving Target.
TCT 1510: Hole In My Heart: Percutaneous Closure of a Post-Surgical Pseudoaneurysm

TCT 1511: Evaluation with Computed Tomography of Percutaneous Transluminal Septal Myocardial Ablation in Hypertrophic Obstructive Cardiomyopathy


TCT 1513: Acute Complications and Long-term outcome of TAVR in a Patient with Bicuspid Aortic Valve Stenosis

TCT 1514: Right ventricular wall perforation during myocardial biopsy solved by percutaneous implantation of a septal closure device.

TCT 1515: The dance of the Corevalve

TCT 1516: Percutaneous mitral ring dehiscence suture leak repair with 8mm AVP II

TCT 1517: The Domino effect

TCT 1518: MitraClip for an Elderly Male in Cardiogenic Shock due to Severe Mitral Regurgitation

TCT 1519: Successful Transfemoral Lotus Valve Implantation In a Stentless Sorin Solo Bioprosthesis With Severe Aortic Valve Insufficiency

TCT 1520: Percutaneous closure of aortic pseudo aneurysm in a young female with atrial septal occluder

TCT 1521: Interventional treatment of a retrosternal pseudoaneurysm of the ascending aorta with an Amplatzer Vascular Plug II.

TCT 1522: Transcatheter Aortic Valve Implantation: Valve-in-Valve in Degenerate Aortic Homograft Root Replacement using a Direct Flow Medical Device

TCT 1523: Simultaneous transfemoral transcatheter aortic valve replacement and endovascular aneurysm repair with a rare complication in a nonagenarian

TCT 1524: Simultaneous Transfemoral Aortic and Transseptal Mitral Valves Replacement Utilizing Sapien 3 Valves in Native Aortic and Mitral Valves

TCT 1525: Staying alive during a calcified nightmare: a case of successful unprotected left main angioplasty during resuscitation manoeuvres after percutaneous aortic valve implantation and acute vessel occlusion

TCT 1526: Edwards-in-Melody; Transcatheter Pulmonary Valve-in-Valve after Recurrent Infective Endocarditis

TCT 1528: Treatment of paravalvular leak of the biological aortic prosthesis by transfemoral aortic valvular replacement with Lotus prosthesis

TCT 1529: Efficacy of intraoperative transesophageal echocardiography in a case of protamine shock during transcatheter aortic valve replacement

TCT 1530: Stretching the Valve is The Only Option

TCT 1531: A difficult case of valve in valve deployment of Evolut-R CoreValve in a bioprosthetic AVR complicated by valve displacement and snare entanglement behind valve frame

TCT 1532: Periaortic Hematoma (PAH) after TAVR using self-expanding prosthesis

TCT 1533: A case of Acquired Aortoatrial fistula following ASD device Closure

TCT 1534: Transcaval transcatheter aortic valve implantation using the self-expanding heart valve Symetis ACURATE neo (First case in Europe)

TCT 1535: Transcatheter Closure of Post-Myocardial Infarction Ventricular Septal Rupture After Failed Surgical Repair

TCT 1536: Challenging paravalvular aortic leak with angina after percutaneous closure

TCT 1537: Patient with double atrial septal defect type II

TCT 1538: Transcatheter Left Atrial Appendage Occlusion (LAAO) Guided by Intracardiac Echocardiography (ICE) From the Left Atrium


TCT 1540: Successful PCI for Acute LAD Occlusion Due to Balloon Rupture Following Aortic Valvuloplasty

TCT 1541: Valve-in-valve TAVR with low coronary take off.

TCT 1542: Obstruction of coronary artery bypass graft after transcatheter aortic valve implantation

TCT 1543: A case of Broken heart syndrome (Takotsubo Cardiomyopathy) following Permanent Pacemaker implantation
TCT 1544: Complete staged interventional therapy of a patient with concomitant atrial septal defect, coronary artery disease and hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy

TCT 1545: Implantation of bioabsorbable scaffolds in a baby with repeated stenoses of all pulmonary veins

TCT 1546: Complicate TAVR case for Type 0 Cogenital Bicuspid Aortic Valve

TCT 1547: Percutaneous closure of a giant coronary fistula between right coronary artery and coronary sinus. A case report.

TCT 1548: Navigating A Tortuous Terrain In Search Of Optimal Transcatheter Valve Outcome

TCT 1549: Successful snaring and post-dilatation of a self-expandable trans-catheter prosthesis with heart-lung-machine support

TCT 1550: Severe Pulmonary Stenosis

TCT 1551: Kissing Valves

TCT 1552: A PERCUTANEOUS SHOEHORN VIA TRANSBRACHIAL ARTERY APPROACH IN A STAGGERING TAVI PROCEDURE WITH EDWARDS SAPIEN 3 AORTIC VALVE IN A EXTREMELY CALCIFIED AORTIC VALVE

TCT 1553: Unusual valve-in-valve case due to valve migration

TCT 1554: Left Atrial Appendage Occlusion of A Giant LAA-Ostium by Three Watchman Devices

TCT 1555: Saving lifes after coronary obstruction following TAVR: Good planning, quick react

TCT 1556: Percutaneous mitral valvuloplasty of a highly restenostic parachute mitral valve previous treated by surgery

TCT 1557: Percutaneous mitral valvuloplasty with INOUE balloon using an over-the-wire veno-arterial loop under transthoracic echocardiography guidance.

TCT 1558: structural heart disease case: Complication of a Percutaneous Atrial Septal Defect closure

TCT 1559: TMVR Using a Fully Repositionable (LOTUS) Valve In a Patient with Severe MAC, Septal Hypertrophy, Left Main Disease And Severe Aortic Stenosis: Importance of Pre-procedural Planning.

TCT 1560: TAVI, PCI and EVAR in one intervention.
TCT 1561: Third Septal ablation in patient with HOCM after suboptimal result with prior PTSMA

TCT 1562: Transcatheter aortic valve replacement in a bicuspid aortic stenosis with borderline-sized annulus

TCT 1563: Closure of Aorta - right heart fistula following staph septicemia

TCT 1564: TRANSCATHETER MITRAL VALVE REPLACEMENT IN NATIVE MITRAL VALVE DISEASE WITH SEVERE MITRAL ANNULAR CALCIFICATION- A LOTUS APPROACH

TCT 1565: Transcatheter Mitral Valve Replacement: When Two Are Better than One


TCT 1567: "Catch Me If You Can"

TCT 1568: Preventive left main and right coronary artery stenting to avoid coronary ostia occlusion in a high-risk stentless valve-in-valve TAVI procedure.

TCT 1569: Valve-in-valve apps as a guide, not a rule.

TCT 1570: Trans-catheter closure of a sinus venosus atrial septal defect in a poor surgical candidate

TCT 1571: Successful closure of an aortic paravalvular leak with simultaneous implantation of two ‘off label’ devices in a challenging horizontal aorta.

TCT 1572: First ever reported case of transcatheter aortic and pulmonary valve replacement performed in the same setting.

TCT 1573: In TAVR know thy snare

TCT 1574: Percutaneous closure of an iatrogenic perimembranous VSD with an Amplatzer ASO device


TCT 1576: Simultaneous single leaflet detachment of two Mitralclips in a patient with severe mitral regurgitation.

TCT 1577: TRANSFEMORAL AORTIC VALVE-IN-VALVE IMPLANTATION WITH THE EVOLUT R FOR SMALL DEGENERATED MITROFLOW BIOPROSTHESIS
TCT 1578: Torrential Mitral regurgitation from chordal tear complicating TAVR

TCT 1579: Valve-in-Valve TAVI in a Patient at High Risk of Coronary Occlusion

TCT 1580: Successful Valve-in-Valve in advanced pregnancy for degenerated and ruptured bioprosthetic aortic valve

TCT 1581: TAVR: Prevention does not always prevent a complication

TCT 1582: Porous GORE CARDIOFORM Septal Occluder Balloons Within Right Atrial Cavity

TCT 1583: Endovascular treatment of ischemic heart disease, aortic stenosis and abdominal aortic aneurism

TCT 1584: A POST TOF REPAIR PRESENTING AS AN ACUTE EMERGENCY IN YOUNG ADULT MALE

TCT 1585: Countertraction from an apical access, paravalvular leak closure by any means necessary.

TCT 1586: NOGA XP-based electroanatomical assessment of the left ventricle abnormal systolic rotation in a patient with heart failure

TCT 1587: Gomers never die

TCT 1588: Transradial access for aortic balloon valvuloplasty in a patient with Leriche syndrome

TCT 1589: 2D and real-time 3D Transesophageal Echocardiography Guided Redo Transseptal Edge-to-Edge Mitral Valve Repair in Patient Previously Atrial Septal Closure Device

TCT 1590: Transcatheter Mitral Valve Implantation in a patient with severe mitral valve stenosis

TCT 1591: Incessant Ventricular Fibrillation During TAVR

TCT 1592: A transcatheter approach in Multivalvular Heart Disease

TCT 1593: Microperforations of the left ventricle following transcatheter aortic valve replacement

TCT 1594: Percutaneous treatment of a coronary artery fistulae generating a steal syndrome

TCT 1595: Percutaneous closure of a periprosthetic aortic leak connecting with a ventricular pseudoaneurysm with simultaneous treatment of the left main ostium
TCT 1596: Successful Percutaneous Coronary Intervention of Critical Ostial Left Main Stenosis Caused by a CoreValve Device: an Exceedingly Rare Complication in CoreValve TAVR

TCT 1597: Inferior STEMI and double Right Coronary Artery: when the wire unexpectedly goes in the right branch...

TCT 1598: A case of TAVI with twists and bands on aneurismatic ascending aorta

TCT 1599: Ebstein’s Anomaly: Tricuspid Valve-in-Valve

TCT 1600: Minimally Invasive Mitral Valve Replacement with Sapien S3 Valve in a Patient with Severe MAC

TCT 1601: Comorbid Prosthetic Tricuspid Stenosis and Flail Mitral Leaflet: Worsened Mitral Regurgitation After Transcatheter Tricuspid Valve-in-Valve Replacement, Improved with MitraClip

TCT 1602: Percutaneous closure of massive paravalvular leak

TCT 1603: Successful Retrieval Of Broken Sheath Tip That Travelled Across The Heart In A 3-Year Old Girl Undergoing Device Closure For Atrial Septal Defect

TCT 1604: Percutaneous reduction in cavopulmonary shunt diameter with a venturi-shaped covered stent; successful treatment of hypoxemia in a post-surgical patient with complex congenital heart disease.

TCT 1605: Managing an Acute Aortic Dissection in Transcatheter Aortic Valve Implantation

TCT 1606: Transcatheter Transapical Mitral Valve-in-Valve Implantation for Bioprosthetic Valve Dysfunction using a Lotus Valve System

TCT 1607: Valve in Valve Transcatheter Aortic Valve Implantation With “Zero Contrast”

TCT 1608: RIGHT PULMONARY ARTERY TO LEFT ATRIAL FISTULA: an Exceedingly rare congenital anomaly: WHICH DEVICE ADO1 or VASCULAR PLUG?

TCT 1609: Trans-septal Mitral Valve-in-Valve Replacement

TCT 1610: FORMA : Trancatheter Therapy for Tricuspid Valve

TCT 1611: Trialign: Transcatheter Repair of the Tricuspid Valve

TCT 1612: MitraClip to the Rescue
TCT 1613: When the Gold Standard is not Always Golden: The Value of Invasive Hemodynamic Assessment to Overcome the Pitfalls of Echocardiography in a Challenging Case of Mitral Stenosis

TCT 1614: Clip in SAM

TCT 1615: Challenging The Clip

TCT 1616: Post balloon dilatation in Lotus valve?

TCT 1617: Complicated transapical mitral valve implantation for mitral valve stenosis with Lotus valve

TCT 1618: Going round the twist - Severe aortic tortuosity causing difficult positioning of a transcatheter heart valve

TCT 1619: Concurrent Balloon Aortic valvotomy and Balloon Mitral valvotomy in pregnant lady

TCT 1620: First-In-Human of Transapical Off-pump Mitral Valve Repair with Catheter Delivered Annuloplasty Ring for Functional Mitral Regurgitation

TCT 1621: Transradial treatment of a vascular complication after Transcatheter Aortic Valve Implantation

TCT 1622: Valve in Valve TAVR for a Failed 31mm CoreValve with Severe PVL

TCT 1623: Gas in the Sac: A case of Tension Pneumopericardium.

TCT 1624: Bilateral Coronary Artery Occlusion during a Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement

TCT 1625: VIV TAVR Simultaneously Treats Paravalvular Leak and Central Aortic Regurgitation

TCT 1626: Transapical Implantation of Mechanically Expanding Lotus Valve in a Native Severe Calcific Mitral Valve Stenosis

TCT 1627: An Unusual ‘Black’ Percutaneous Coronary Intervention & Transcatheter Aortic Valve Implantation

TCT 1628: Malposition of the CoreValve Evolut R Aortic Prosthesis in transcatheter aortic valve replacement.

TCT 1629: Transcatheter Mitral Valve Replacement in Native Mitral Stenosis Aided by 3D Printed Technology
TCT 1630: Atrial fibrillation in the TAVR patient: A potential indication for Left Atrial Appendage Closure?

TCT 1631: Percutaneous treatment of multiple LAD-RV fistula in heart transplant recipient

TCT 1632: Mirroring a TAVI procedure in complex congenital cardiac anatomy; when situs inversus totalis lives to develop severe aortic valve stenosis.

TCT 1633: Post Infarct Ventricular septal defect s/p deployment of 36 mm Amplatz Ductal Occluder device

TCT 1634: Subacute rupture of the sinotubular junction after transcatheter aortic valve replacement

TCT 1635: Native Aortic Valve Leaflet Obstruction Right Coronary Artery Blood Flow After TAVR

TCT 1636: “It’s All Right”: Alcohol Septal Ablation from Anomalous LAD

TCT 1637: Percutaneous Closure of an Aorto-Right Ventricular Fistula After Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement

TCT 1638: Hemoptysis after pulmonary vein isolation for paroxysmal atrial fibrillation

TCT 1639: Transcatheter Tricuspid Clipping after Mitral Clipping using Echo & Fluoro Guidance

TCT 1640: Leaflet Overhang as Possible Mechanism of Late Structural Failure of First Generation SAPIEN Valve Treated with Valve-in-Valve with SAPIEN 3 Valve

TCT 1641: What is this new jet?! Acquired Aorto-right ventricular Fistula after Sapien 3 TAVR

TCT 1642: Zero-Contrast Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement

TCT 1643: Percutaneous Post Infarction Ventricular Septal defect Closure

TCT 1644: Percutaneous Closure of Persistent Left Superior Vena Cava

TCT 1645: Age is No Bar to Success: Mitraclip Implantation in a Nonagenarian with Severe Eccentric Mitral Regurgitation with Majorly Flail Leaflet due to a Recent “Snap”

TCT 1646: Transfemoral tricuspid edge to edge guided by Echo-Navigator

TCT 1647: Valve in Valve in Valve for the Treatment of Valve Embolization during TAVR

TCT 1648: The Last Remaining Conduit Wins- A successful transcatheter aortic valve replacement using direct exposure of the abdominal aorta
TCT 1649: The Ultimate Minimalist TAVR: Transfemoral, Fluoro-guided, Conscious Sedation, Zero Contrast

TCT 1650: Mitral Valve in incomplete Band complicated by large PVL

TCT 1651: TAVI in Mitral valve ring for annuloplasty ring stenosis, using new Lotus valve with depth-guard modification: early anchoring facilitating controlled and accurate deployment with in a high risk patient

TCT 1652: Transcatheter Mitral Valve Replacement using the HighLife Device